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At last count, your company is sourcing from 35 foreign suppliers, located
on five of the seven continents, and the number is growing quickly. With
the amount of suppliers increasing, it’s a good idea to create a foreign
supplier database that can be used by a number of departments. To
gather information for this task, you head to the accounts payable
department to pick up some invoices.
What you find stops you in your tracks. The commercial invoices do not
have consistent formats. Some invoices indicate Incoterms, whereas
others do not. There are even invoices that are completely in Spanish,
handwritten, or incomplete.
How can these inconsistencies be corrected to ensure more uniformity?
Fortunately, there is a solution—send your suppliers detailed instructions of
what is mandatory on the commercial invoice [1]. This may sound simple, but
getting the supplier to adhere to the requirements could prove challenging.

Communicating Requirements
Liquidated damages—monetary penalties—can be assessed against an
importer for failing to provide a commercial invoice [2]. This can happen
if Customs is at your facility performing a formal audit or if they request
a hard copy of the commercial invoice for any entry, at any time. A
shipment cannot be cleared by Customs without an invoice. Therefore, it
is imperative to have a proper commercial invoice to avoid penalties and
delays in clearance.
The requirement for an accurate commercial invoice should be
incorporated into your import compliance manual and processes. Your
procedure ought to include a way to communicate the requirements to the
supplier, a process for monitoring the supplier’s paperwork, and a protocol
to follow for when the requirements are not met.
While obtaining an invoice for every imported shipment may seem an
obvious requirement [3], suppliers often create their own version of the
document. This could be in the form of a packing list to which pricing
information has been added, a pro-forma invoice [4], or their own
invoice template. They may tell you they have “always done it this way;”
however, none of the above supplier-created documents are acceptable
replacements for a commercial invoice. This is why it is crucial to make the
requirements clear to your supplier, which can be communicated in the
purchase order, shipping instructions, or sales contract.
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Exceptions
While there are few cases where a commercial invoice is not required,
at minimum a U.S. importer must still present some sort of confirmation
of the value of a shipment. There are also circumstances where invoice
requirements may be waived by U.S. Customs, but the process to obtain a
waiver is cumbersome and can cause clearance delays.
As a compliance best practice, it is recommended that you require suppliers
to provide a commercial invoice for all U.S. import shipments, regardless
of exceptions. Advising your suppliers that it might assist in expediting the
payment process, could motivate them to comply with this request.

The Importance of Correct Value
The most important requirement to be aware of is reporting the correct value
of a shipment at time of entry. It is the importer’s legal responsibility to declare
the correct value, classification, and rate of duty [5]. An accurate commercial
invoice will help to ensure the correct value is reported to U.S. Customs.
One way to ensure this is to compare the entered value shown on the U.S.
Customs entry, against the amount your company paid to the supplier for
that specific shipment. Any mistake, damage, overage, shortage, etc. that
creates a discrepancy between the amount paid to the supplier—no matter
when it’s paid and when it’s discovered—and the amount reported to U.S.
Customs, requires that the entry be amended to show the actual value
imported. If the two values do not match, corrective action—which may
include advising U.S. Customs of the error—is required. Your company may
want to contact a Customs attorney to discuss the best approach to this.
You may be wondering why this matters in today’s electronic environment,
where hard copy documents are rarely, if ever, presented to U.S. Customs
at time of entry. Even with electronic documents, discrepancies between
the declared value and the payment amount often remain out of sight, until
U.S. Customs arrives for an audit. Should that happen, it will do no good
to explain why a system of checks and balances is not in place and why no
corrective action has been taken.
The regulations are unmistakable; unless your situation qualifies for
an exemption or you wish to pursue a waiver from U.S. Customs, a
commercial invoice must be provided in order to be cleared by U.S.
Customs. However, an inaccurate or incomplete commercial invoice is one
of the most common errors found during a U.S. Customs audit. In order to
avoid penalties and fines, importers need to ensure that their commercial
invoices, or pro-forma invoices—in certain cases—meet all U.S. Customs
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requirements. By issuing instructions to suppliers, importers can help
ensure the commercial invoice is accurate.
Use this checklist to keep your commercial invoice compliant.

INVOICE CHECKLIST [6]
ᄑᄑ

In English or English translation.

ᄑᄑ

Printed legibly on standard quality paper.

ᄑᄑ

With the following included:

ᄑᄑ

Complete name and address of the seller or manufacturer.

ᄑᄑ

Name and phone number of responsible employee of the
exporter who has knowledge or can obtain knowledge
of the transaction.

ᄑᄑ

Complete name, address, contact name, and phone number of
the buyer, U.S. importer of record, consignee, and
ship-to parties.

ᄑᄑ

Complete name, address, contact name, and phone number
for the final destination (if different from the buyer’s).

ᄑᄑ

For Notify Party, show company name, address, phone, and
contact name.

ᄑᄑ

Buyer reference, purchase order, and sales order numbers.

ᄑᄑ

U.S. port of entry.

ᄑᄑ

A detailed description for each line item, including part or
model number. Coded descriptions (e.g. “cleaning solution” is
not an appropriate description, as Customs needs to classify it
based on what it is made of and used for), SKU numbers, and
trade names are not sufficient.

ᄑᄑ

Quantity, weight, pieces, and net and gross weights.

ᄑᄑ

Unit purchase price of each item [7], in currency of purchase.

ᄑᄑ

List the following separately on the invoice:
• royalties
• selling commissions
• goods and services furnished to your supplier—for
free or at a less-than-fair market value (such as dies,
molds, tools, engineering/design work).
• packaging costs
• discounts
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• freight charges
• insurance
• proceeds of any subsequent resale
• rebates and drawbacks granted upon exportation of
the merchandise
ᄑᄑ

Currency of purchase (U.S. Dollars—“USD”).

ᄑᄑ

Country of origin or manufacture [8].

Footnotes
[1] See 19 CFR §141.81-141.90 (2017) for commercial invoice requirements.
[2] See 19 CFR § 171 App. B (D)(6) (2017)
[3] Per 19 CFR §141.81 (2017), “A commercial invoice shall be presented for each shipment
of merchandise at the time the entry summary is filed.”
[4] A pro-forma invoice is acceptable only in certain circumstances as detailed in 19 CFR
§ 141.83(d) (2017). Many suppliers mistakenly provide a pro-forma invoice in place of a
commercial invoice.
[5] See 19 USC § 1484(a) (2017)
[6] See 19 CFR § 141.86 (2017) for more information about the general requirements for
invoices. Also see 19 CFR § 141.89 (2017), as there may be additional requirements for
your commodity.
[7] For “free of charge” or “no charge” items, importers are strongly urged to consider
including a proper commercial invoice with the correct value. A value of $0.00 must not
be used and the invoice should show, “Furnished free of charge (or at no charge). Value
for Customs purposes only.”
[8] This may be different than country of export.
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For guidance on incorporating procedures about commercial invoices
into your current import compliance program, call Mohawk Global
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